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Quentin Crisp

THE NAKED CIVIL SERVANT



First published by Jonathan Cape Ltd 1968



From the dawn of my history I was so disfigured by the characteristics

of a certain kind of homosexual person that, when I grew up, I realized that

I could not ignore my predicament. The way in which I chose to deal with it

would now be called existentialist. Perhaps Jean-Paul Sartre would be kind

enough to say that I exercised the last vestiges of my free will by swimming

with the tide—but faster. In the time of which I am writing I was merely

thought of as brazening it out.

I became not merely a self-confessed homosexual but a self-evident

one. That is to say I put my case not only before the people who knew me

but also before strangers. This was not difficult to do. I wore make-up at a

time when even on women eye-shadow was sinful. Many a young girl in

those days had to leave home and go on the streets simply in order to wear

nail varnish.

As soon as I put my uniform on, the rest of my life solidified round me

like a plaster cast. From that moment on, my friends were anyone who

could put up with the disgrace; my occupation, any job from which I was

not given the sack; my playground, any café or restaurant from which I was

not barred or any street corner from which the police did not move me on.

An additional restricting circumstance was that the year in which I first



pointed my toes towards the outer world was 1931. The tidal wave, started

by the fall of Wall Street, had by this time reached London. The sky was

dark with millionaires throwing themselves out of windows.

So black was the way ahead that my progress consisted of long

periods of inert despondency punctuated by spasmodic lurches forward

towards any small chink of light that I thought I saw. In major issues I

never had any choice and therefore the word ‘regret’ had in my life no

application.

As the years went by, it did not get lighter but I became accustomed to

the dark. Consequently I was able to move with a little more of that

freedom which T. S. Eliot says is a different kind of pain from prison. These

crippling disadvantages gave my life an interest that it would otherwise

never have had. To survive at all was an adventure; to reach old age was a

miracle. In one respect it was a blessing. In an expanding universe, time is

on the side of the outcast. Those who once inhabited the suburbs of human

contempt find that without changing their address they eventually live in

the metropolis. In my case this took a very long time.

In the year 1908 one of the largest meteorites the world has ever

known was hurled at the earth. It missed its mark. It hit Siberia. I was born

in Sutton, in Surrey.

As soon as I stepped out of my mother’s womb on to dry land, I

realized that I had made a mistake—that I shouldn’t have come, but the

trouble with children is that they are not returnable. I felt that the

invitation had really been intended for someone else. In this I was wrong.

There had been no invitation at all either for me or for the brother born

thirteen months earlier.

A brother and sister seven and eight years older than I were

presumably expected though hardly, I imagine, welcome. Before any of us

were born there were bailiffs in my parents’ house in Carshalton.

When they moved to Sutton we by no means lived in poverty. We

lived in debt. It looks better and keeping up with the Joneses was a fulltime job with my mother and father. It was not until many years later when

I lived alone that I realized how much cheaper it was to drag the Joneses

down to my level.

As soon as I was a few days old I caught pneumonia. I was literally as

well as metaphorically wrapped in cotton wool. From this ambience I still

keenly feel my exile. When I was well again, I saw that my mother intended

to reapportion her love and divide it equally among her four children. I

flew into an ungovernable rage from which I have never fully recovered. A



fair share of anything is starvation diet to an egomaniac. For the next

twelve years I cried or was sick or had what my governesses politely called

an ‘accident’—that is to say I wet myself or worse. After that time I had to

think of some other way of drawing attention to myself, because I was sent

to a prep school where such practices might not have seemed endearing.

In infancy I was seldom able to vary the means by which I kept a

stranglehold on my mother’s attention, but on one occasion I managed to

have myself ‘kidnapped’. Everybody in the family always used this word to

describe the incident but there were no ransom notes. I did not at that time

sit on the knees of golden-hearted gangsters while they played poker in

rooms with the windows boarded up. The whole drama was in one act.

Our nurse told my brother and me that we were about to be taken for

a lovely walk. I began as usual to deploy delaying tactics such as keeping

my arms as rigid as a semaphore signaller’s while she tried to put my coat

on. Then as now I didn’t hold with the outer world. Tired of these antics,

nurse took my brother downstairs and they hid. Not knowing that they

were doing this, my mother, when I asked her where they were, told me I

might go just as far as the front gate to look for them. I went not only to the

gate but out into the street and down to the corner of the Brighton Road.

There I met a rag-and-bone man who offered me a lift in his hand-cart.

I was found on Sutton Downs two or three miles from home by one of

my mother’s friends. Only about two hours had passed, but the whole

neighbourhood had been stirred up and my mother had telephoned the

police. This was nice. Unfortunately the doctor who examined me on my

return advised my mother never to question me about the incident. That

was a pity, for now I can remember nothing of my journey.

For many years I was troubled by two half-formed memories. In one

the ground is covered with crumpled newspapers. I put my hands on these

and move them about but I never lift any of them up. Underneath is

something unpleasant. To this day I have no idea whether this has

something to do with my ride in the hand-cart or not. Perhaps one should

regard the kidnapping as just the first instance of my being picked up by a

strange man at a street corner.

The other memory was of drawing something long—a thin tube, a

piece of cord—between my finger and thumb. I felt that there were lumps

inside the tube. The sensation was faintly nasty. One day when I was at

least forty I was lying in bed having another go at my half-buried past when

I saw in detail the coverlet that had been on my cot when I was a baby. This

had ribs of twisted white wool running across it, and round the edge was a



lace border with small loops in it that I felt if I pulled the coverlet up to my

chin. At the same time that I saw these details, I remembered that in this

cot I slept beside my parents’ bed. One night I heard my parents

whispering. Then my mother called my name tentatively—experimentally. I

knew that on no account must I answer. The whispering began again and,

after a while, my father gave a long, despairing groan. I was surprised at

this because I had expected, not him, but my mother to be hurt. It is a pity

that I cannot say that, when I recalled all this, the scales fell from my eyes

and the meaning of my life was suddenly clear. I merely experienced a

pleasant relief as though I had solved a clue in a long-abandoned

crossword puzzle. The only practical use I ever found for this revelation

was that it enabled me to answer with certainty one of the questions that

doctors and psychologists always asked me. Did my parents ever make love

after I was born? I never know how they imagined I would be able to

answer but I could.

Sad to say the greatest scandal in Sutton during my childhood came

and went without my being able to convert it to my own use, though I

perched on the knee of its central character. Moreover, while I sat thus, he

powdered my face and declared openly that I was his favourite. A

production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream was being put on at the

preparatory school to which my two brothers went. To give it a professional

gloss, a down-and-out actor, who showed us photographs of himself

wearing nothing but a bunch of grapes, had been engaged as director.

It is an instance of my mother’s spasmodic indulgence of me that I

was allowed to appear in public wearing a wreath of roses and a green tulle

dress in a show that was in no other way transvestite. The play was not

being acted solely by the boys of the school. My sister had a walk-on part

and a Miss Benmore, draped in mauve chiffon, sat in the middle of the

stage on a seat that at home was called the ‘rug box’ and usually stood in

our hall. I danced myself silly but only when I fought with another fairy for

a place that I felt was really mine did the applause become as loud and as

sincere as I felt it should be.

The London actor had evidently played Bottom in more senses than

one for next day he was seen by my sister on Sutton station in handcuffs.

Later, the headmaster of my brothers’ school telephoned my mother and

begged her not to let any of us see the local papers. The actor had been

charged with seducing one of the boys. I was too young to know that I had

lived a little while.

While I spent all my time at home, my mother can hardly have known



even a short spell when she was not worried about me. Sometimes she tried

cosseting me and sometimes she tried upbraiding me while, after one of my

‘accidents’, she washed my stinking knickers. I wept but I never really felt

guilty. I thought my vomit, my faeces, my tears were love gifts to my

mother—no more disgusting, after all, than a broken heart.

My lust for praise was inordinate. Only the servants made any

attempt to satisfy it. For them I danced incessantly and recited poems that

I made up as I went along. I did not realize, when they applauded me, that

clapping might merely be a welcome change from dusting. If my mother

called me down from some upper room that the housemaid was supposed

to be cleaning, I did not obey until she was really angry. Then I could cry.

My father did not like me. My presence was insistently physical. He

was a fastidious man. He dusted the chair on which the cat had been lying

before occupying it himself. He ate a banana with a knife and fork—to

modern minds a dead give-away if ever there was one. In later years I had

to supply various subsidiary kinds of fuel for the furnaces of his hatred. In

infancy my existence was enough.

So my parents and I constructed between us the classic triangle for all

the world as if we had read the right books on psychology, but although (or

because) my mother was so close to me, she did not realize that I was

gradually coming to require not love so much as unconditional obedience.



Even in childhood I was mad about men in uniform.

As in a silent movie, when thirty long years had passed, I went back to

the place of my birth to pose in the art school there. Passing through the

railway station, I saw, with that inward eye that is the curse of solitude, my

sister squatting by the ticket office to play with a baby bear that a sailor

held on a lead. He stood for a while watching my sister and I watched him.

I also remember the soldiers that were billeted in private houses in

Sutton during the First World War. To most people they represented a

domestic inconvenience bravely borne but to me they were emotionally

disturbing. When they marched away to Flanders, the girls lined the streets

and, with delicious sadness, threw sweets to them. It all seemed wistful and

romantic at the time. I had never then heard any of the things men say



about women making fools of themselves.

When the First World War was about half over and people had given

up saying that it would only last a few weeks and taken to prophesying that

it would go on for ever, my father suffered his first defeat in the presence of

the Joneses. He moved us all into a smaller house on the opposite side of

the road. The only thing that worried me here was that I lost my captive

audience. There were no rooms and, presumably, no money for servants

who lived in. In the modern world where servants are extinct it is difficult

to realize that to my parents this change in their circumstances must have

been rather like the Fall. The only thing that made the situation bearable

for them was that, because it was wartime, all economies could be made to

look like patriotic gestures.

We moved into this new home when I was seven and out again when I

was ten and it is here that my definite childhood recollections begin. Of the

two houses that I had lived in previously my memories are sharp, but have

no chronology. Their background is hazy or even false but if anyone were to

utter the name of our wartime house, all the quality of my life there would

come back to me. This house was almost the last in the road. My memory

always looks towards the empty fields and the poplar trees standing along

the mauve-grey paths that zigzagged slightly uphill towards Belmont and

the school to which I then went. The sky is sunless, the earth unpopulated;

and, to my waking eyes, this landscape is for ever in a state of pause

without the least hint of expectancy. This is also the setting for my most

persistent childhood dream and in the nightmare foreboding is

everywhere. I look at each poplar tree in turn until I catch a glimpse of a

figure hiding behind one of them—a woman in a black hat and a grey cloak.

As soon as I see her, she starts to come towards me along the path. She

travels at great speed, but her cloak gives no sign that her legs are moving.

I do not cry out; I do not run away. The dream has no ending.

Although I did not think about this nightmare during the day, I

seldom went out of doors wantonly. If I left the house by myself it was

usually to visit one or other of two girls of about my own age. I had no

friends who were boys because boys wanted to fight. I knew I would get

hurt and not win. Also they would not play my games of make-believe. But

girls could be made to do as I said if I shouted at them or hit them or, in the

last resort, deserted them. In case the desertion might come as a relief, I

always remembered to cry loudly as I ran through their front gates so that

someone would hear and scold them for not being a ‘good little hostess’. All

the games I played with these little girls were really only one game. We



dressed up in their mothers’ or even grandmothers’ clothes, which we

found in box rooms and attics, and trailed about the house and garden

describing in piercing voices the splendours of the lives that in our

imaginations we were leading. ‘This wheelbarrow is my carriage. I gather

up my train as I get in. Get in the other side, you fool. I nod to the servants

as I leave. No. I ignore them. I am very proud and very beautiful.’ This kind

of monologue I could keep up for whole afternoons.

I cannot say whether my mother led me into this lifelong exotic swoon

because it was secretly her own ideal or whether, finding me already there,

she sustained me in it as a way of keeping me quiet. Undoubtedly she

allowed me to feel that it was a taste we shared. The first grown-up

entertainment to which she ever took me was Chu Chin Chow. In this play

a certain Miss Brayton, wearing saucers on her breasts and a kind of dirtyclothes basket on her head, walked up and down stairs with her hands at

the utmost horizontality. I nearly fainted with delight. The first paintings

that I consciously looked at were Lord Leighton’s classical mock-ups. My

introduction to literature was of a piece with these other cultural

initiations. My mother read to me from The Lady of the Lake and the Idylls

of the King. She used the ‘poetry’ voice but she read extremely well—

possibly because she was made to read the same pieces so often. When she

decided that it was time for me to read to myself she handed me fairy

stories and from them I graduated to the works of Mr Haggard. Having

exhausted these I gave up reading altogether and from then on held a view

of literature which I can best express by this anecdote.

A friend of mine had a landlady who, when she saw him putting on

his hat and advancing towards the front door, would say, ‘Going out.’

Should she find him at the sink, holding his kettle under the running tap,

she would say, ‘Filling your kettle.’ These and other such phrases were not

questions; they were statements. Because they were made with a smile,

they were meant to show that she approved and was, in a remote way,

taking part in his life. One day she entered a room where he was sitting

with his eyes turned towards an open novel. She said, ‘Waiting.’

Once while I was engaged in sharing my gauzy internal dream with

one of my little friends, a faint breath of criticism ruffled the garden where

we played. A quite unnecessary cousin of my playmate was present and she

suggested that, to bring a little true romance into our game, she should

stand on the veranda and watch with green eyes while her lover (me)

walked by with my friend on my arm, talking and laughing and paying no

heed. For a moment I was absolutely disorientated. I realized an effort was



being made to edge me into the disgusting role of a handsome prince. Then

my hostess said, ‘Oh, Denis (as my name was before I dyed it) never plays

the part of a man.’ I do not recall that she had any difficulty in saying this

or that her cousin took more than a moment to reply, ‘Oh well, I’ll be the

prince and he can stand on the veranda.’ The moment passed and I moved

back into the dream.

Occasionally I tried to drag my brother into my world of makebelieve. I rarely succeeded. No wiles of mine—not even my tears (and tears

were to me what glass beads were to African traders)—could buy his

companionship for long. I learned very early in life that I was always going

to need people more than they needed me.

To most children I suppose there is a difference in degree between

their imaginary and their real lives—the one being more fluid, freer and

more beautiful than the other. To me fantasy and reality were not merely

different; they were opposed. In the one I was a woman, exotic, disdainful;

in the other I was a boy. The chasm between the two states of being never

narrowed.

At home I managed to make my life miserable more or less unaided.

At school this was done for me. Teachers could not refrain from scoring off

me as soon as they perceived that I had no armour. When some of the

pupils had gone into Sutton to take a music examination, I happened to be

the last to come back into the school. The headmistress asked me if I

thought that I had passed. I replied that I did—that the exam had been

quite easy. There was a roar of laughter from everyone. Only then did I

realize that I ought, as a formality, to have said the exam was difficult.

Finding myself the constant object of amused attention was hateful to

me yet I don’t remember feeling the slightest embarrassment at arriving

from time to time at school with my upper half awash with tears and my

lower half dripping with excrement.

At my preparatory school I won a very poor scholarship to a public

school on the borders of Staffordshire and Derbyshire. Before I went there,

during a routine fit of weeping, my mother warned me that I would not be

able to go on like that at boarding school. I never did. I was half-starved,

half-frozen and humiliated in a number of ways, but I never felt the faintest

desire to cry. Fear and hatred do not seem to find expression in tears.

This school was on the top of a hill so that God could see everything

that went on. It looked like a cross between a prison and a church and it

was.

For about a year I was preoccupied only with survival—learning the



rules, lying low under fire and laying the blame on others. When at length

these things became second nature to me, I had a timorous look round and

saw that the whole school was in an even greater ferment of emotion than

my prep school had been, but here the charge ran from the older to the

younger boys rather than between the staff and the pupils.

For details of the love life of the prefects, which was one of our

abiding preoccupations, you could ask one of the boys whose vocation was

to carry notes from the prefects to the ordinary boys. (They were forbidden

to speak to one another.) I was once in a class when the master said to one

of these procurers, ‘What’s that?’ A piece of paper was handed over my

head from the boy to the master. When he saw it, he said, ‘What are these

names? Why are they bracketed together?’ ‘They’re just names,’ said the

boy and this he repeated to all the questions that were fired at him. Finally

the paper was handed back and the class continued. At length, the great

scandal, that we had all so longed for, occurred. It was to the school what

the Mrs Simpson affair was to England.

The ground plan of the college was an ‘H’. Four classrooms were on

each of two opposing arms of this figure and there were two dormitories on

each of the two floors above these rooms. Thus there were four ‘houses’ on

each side of the building—an irresistible Romeo and Juliet set-up.

One night, though Montague arms reached out to him from three

dormitories besides his own, a boy descended two flights of stairs,

traversed the crossbar of the ‘H’ and climbed two flights of stairs on the

other wing to keep a tryst with a Capulet. Now, in the winter of my life,

feeling that Shakespeare’s Romeo might just as well have married the girl

next door, I realize that these two schoolboys could have met behind some

dreary haystack almost any afternoon. What the older boy did, he did not

for love alone, but in order to defy the authorities with all the world on his

side. He was caught. By lunchtime the next day the whole school knew

every detail of this mad escapade.

His sin was the occasion of the only public beating that I have ever

witnessed. The entire school was assembled in the big hall and seated on

benches on either side of the room. In the open space in the middle the

modern Romeo bent over and the headmaster ran down the room to

administer the blows. After the first two strokes the younger brother of the

victim left the room. Even now I can’t help wishing that we had all done the

same. What made this exhibition so disgusting was not the pain inflicted.

Today a go-ahead schoolmaster would say, ‘This delights me more than it

delights you.’ In many parts of London, such goings-on are just another
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